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About Nigel Wright Recruitment

Nigel Wright is a leading specialist consumer industry recruiter. As a global 

leader, we are unifi ed by a passion to deliver bespoke recruitment solutions to 

clients and candidates alike.

Recruiting at both management and executive level, we have more than two decades of 

experience, recruiting across commercial, supply chain, operations and corporate functions. 

With an innovative and entrepreneurial approach to solving talent requirements, our consultants 

thrive in the highly competitive global recruitment market developing the talent framework behind 

many of the world’s leading consumer companies.

Our network of international offi ces provides a global reach that allows us to source the best 

local and international talent across the EMEA, US, LATAM & ASIA-PAC regions. As a value 

led organisation, we foster a creative spirit and unwavering dedication to service excellence 

guaranteeing the best outcomes for our clients.

Our specialist consultants are committed to delivering a quality service; most have an industry 

background and will have experience of dealing with key companies in your sector. This depth of 

knowledge and expertise ensures that the professional and unique service offered to our clients 

and candidates is second to none.
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Renewed business and consumer spending has brought long awaited 

signs of a real, tangible recovery in the global market. The perceived 

risk of a major fi nancial disaster has largely disappeared and in the 

long term, although growth will continue to be slow, industry leaders 

are more optimistic about current conditions as well as the prospects 

for business over the next few months.

What has been apparent during the last few years is that businesses in the consumer products 

industry that have moved forward amidst the enduring burden of austerity have been those that 

have developed successful innovation programmes. Whether it is individual products or product 

portfolios, innovation is now seen as the key ingredient that will guarantee success.1

Despite this, many companies in the sector still fail to cultivate new ideas and products which will 

enable them to gain an advantage in the market; even those that invest heavily in innovation still 

fall behind. In this report, we identify four key areas that businesses consistently fail to get right, 

leading to a lack of success in product innovation. 

1. Defi nition & Process

2. Marketing, Research & Communication 

3. Leadership & Organisational Structure

4. People & Culture

We consider each of the four areas separately, and look at how businesses might seek to change 

the way they operate, to achieve innovation success. 

The report is based on interviews with fi ve leading innovation practitioners from the global 

consumer products sector, as well as data collected from a survey sent out in October 2013 which 

gathered responses on a range of questions relating to product innovation from over 100 senior 

innovation decision makers across the industry.2

1 It’s important to note that in this report we focus solely on product innovation. When we discuss process, it is within the context of 

the processes around developing new products. Although we’re aware that process innovation in supply chain and manufacturing, 

for example, is intimately linked to product innovation, we’re all also cognisant of the fact that to cover those areas in detail would 

require a much larger and perhaps even separate piece of research. So, when we refer to ‘best practice’ in the four key areas of this 

report, underpinning all of those areas is a tacit understanding that the best innovation practitioners are those who have successfully 

conceived ways in which to get operational effi ciency improvements fl owing back into product development. 

2 Details of the contributors can be found at the end of the report.
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True innovation and the process behind it

Broadly speaking, there are two approaches to product development: product enhancement 

and new product creation. In the main, companies tend to classify both of these approaches as 

innovation. Yet, according to our experts, the way in which innovation is defi ned often determines 

how successful it is. “The most successful innovators are the ones who focus innovation efforts 

on developing entirely new products.” Product enhancement for those businesses is regarded as 

‘renovation’ rather than ‘true innovation’ and does not distract time or investment away from the 

innovation process. 

Classic examples of product renovation include different fl avours or pack sizes, yet putting too 

much focus on ‘renovation’ rather than ‘true innovation’ can be time consuming and costly; 

“Changing a pack format is rarely innovation that pays off, certainly with regards to advertising, 

because the fundamental benefi ts and needs haven’t changed.” Businesses that lean toward 

renovation also tend to over invest in sales and category development. This essentially only  

“…magnifi es new product development and makes mountains out of mole hills.”

Our experts argued that this behaviour encompasses a form of ‘deliberate self delusion’ on behalf 

of companies whereby a new product’s ‘innovative’ qualities are exaggerated and used as the 

basis from which to launch it into the market; it becomes a part of the product’s story. Companies 

who renovate more than innovate usually defi ne innovation as ‘any new barcode’ because the 

product will at least partially be innovative in design/concept, and those companies basically 

“…push the conceptual and design elements of the product as far as they can, to claim their 

uniqueness.” 

This, it was generally agreed, is ‘category expanding renovation’ rather than ‘blue sky innovation.’ 

“It provides companies with an idea of where the new product sits in relation to its competitors but 

ultimately results in many companies losing perspective when it comes to innovation” and new 

products, despite having a lot of time and money invested in them, don’t amount to anything that 

will fundamentally change the lives of consumers or signifi cantly add to the bottom line.

“The word innovation is often used too 

cheaply, referring to new products that 

aren’t even consumer noteworthy.”
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Case study

The technical and innovation team had to work alongside the heads of marketing, sales and operations 

to create a single and consistent ‘Premier Foods’ way of working. We broadly developed something 

called the ‘Innovation Kitchen’ which had three components to it. Firstly, the ‘preparation’ phase was 

about shaping the innovation agenda. This was marketing led and focused on developing a brand vision 

and the generation of some initial ideas for new products required to meet this vision and tap into the 

potential opportunity.

The second phase was called ‘ingredients’. This involved exploring the world to see what was out there 

and using this external perspective to help defi ne what some of our initial concepts and propositions 

could actually become. Maybe ten ideas were prioritised, and then focused even further so as to 

crystallize two or three. Phase three was the ‘cooking’ stage where we began to execute some of 

our shortlisted ideas, using a classic stage gate process. This involved committing resources, buying 

equipment and then consumer testing, basically building up to a launch. There would be a post project 

evaluation after six months where we would look at sales, distribution, margins, plant effi ciencies etc. 

The Innovation Kitchen basically redefi ned the innovation process at Premier Foods. The process was 

designed to let only the strongest ideas through. It meant we were focusing on far fewer projects but 

making them bigger. We were able to cull a signifi cant number of projects because they’d be too small 

or not category enhancing. We also stopped making the mistake of launching something but not doing 

enough to explain to the consumer what it was. It also meant we had a more tailored programme and 

marketing resource support available to make innovation a more heavyweight activity. The subsequent 

increase in turnover meant that more new products could be launched; the contribution in revenue 

from NPD actually doubled. 

Premier Food’s Innovation Kitchen: a well 
defi ned strategic process. 

Premier Foods grew very quickly through acquisitions (Campbell’s, RHM, and 

Unilever Best Foods) and each of those businesses did things quite differently.

Defi nition and the subsequent misalignment of time and investment is one area which stifl es 

innovation but our experts agreed that whether a company renovates or innovates also comes 

down to process as well as how strategically important innovation is. In this respect, there are  

two distinctly different businesses: “Those that sell what they make and those that make what  

they sell.” 

With regard to the fi rst type of business, these tend to be companies that are unwilling to update 

assets and change the way they do things in order to make something new. “They don’t care what 

the consumer wants as long as it’s a black car.” The other type of company is one that is “…open to 

extending assets and changing its processes to meet new consumer needs.” These companies are 

usually more successful innovators.

“Innovation is product and process; it’s 

about the way we do things, as well as 

what we actually do.”

Provided by Dean Holroyd, former Group Innovation & Technical Director at Premier Foods.
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As one expert noted, businesses that place innovation as a high priority, in the main, will also be 

those that are open to change. Many large, multinational companies fall into this category, yet 

high investment also means they have more room to fail; “Innovation at big companies means that 

multiple fi ve, ten, fi fteen year innovation projects will be supported, but ultimately won’t come 

to fruition.” Smaller, niche companies are also predominantly innovators, but that is because  

“…the only way they can survive is by being unique, fi rst and fast.” The failure threshold, however, 

is considerably lower than at larger companies.

In our survey 80% of those planning to decrease investment in innovation were companies with a 

turnover in excess of £500m. Interestingly, 50% of those also considered innovation to be a high or 

essential priority. This could be an indication of poorly managed innovation i.e. over investment in 

the wrong areas and rushing to commoditise.

Many medium sized or large domestic based businesses, on the other hand, tend to be renovators 

rather than innovators. One expert labelled these companies “fast followers” who “…never 

produce anything radical despite having the budget to invest in innovation.” 

For these companies that occupy the middle ground, however, priorities can vary. A lack of 

innovation may be down to performance; for example, in recent years market forces have forced 

a lot of companies to focus on tackling debt and reducing costs, rather than ‘blue sky’ product 

development.3 Or, there are lots of examples of organisations that simply aren’t interested in 

innovation, because it’s not part of their strategy. “Their strategy is to be the lowest cost producer 

and they don’t really want to be known for innovation.” Equally, innovation might rise to the top of 

the priority list “…due to some kind of crisis or response to competition.”

In the main, the majority of companies in our survey valued innovation highly: 84% indicated it 

was either a high or essential priority. Signifi cantly, priority tends to be particularly high for small 

companies and large companies, and less so for medium sized companies. Interestingly, 40% of 

those companies where innovation is considered ‘essential’ were also dissatisfi ed to some degree.

Often though, as our research highlighted, failure is down to inadequate processes and an 

unwillingness to change the way things are done. This always tends to come back to a tendency to 

focus on category expansion rather than category creation and mismanaging expectations through 

poorly defi ned ‘overhyped’ renovation. “Managing expectations is an art form but it’s also very 

open to corruption and often statistics are ‘reverse engineered’ to make new products seem like 

viable options.” 

According to our experts, if done correctly, a process for a product with a two to three year 

lifecycle (for example) should allow for that product to be “…replaced if it hasn’t proven to 

be ‘innovative’ during that time.” Furthermore, any asset investment made to facilitate its 

development should also be decreased over the three years, “Not over ten or twenty years,  

like it sometimes is.” For longer product cycles “…you should amortise accordingly and invest 

longer term.”4

3  “When you’re fi ghting for survival, the strategic priority of innovation is determined by performance and anything that has 

a two, three, fi ve or ten year agenda becomes less tenable.” 

4  For multinational businesses, best practice means defi ning the innovation process and then “…building capability globally 

by developing and driving global innovation platforms and deploying NPD opportunities in overseas markets”
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As we have seen, many organisations put a lot of energy into convincing themselves to engage 

in product development that isn’t ‘incremental’; therefore, as our research has highlighted, 

the importance of a robust process is key. “It’s really important that you have a process that 

encourages the development of new ideas and ensures the best ideas are selected and 

progressed; yet also guarantees you are suitably informed about performance, so you can kill  

ideas quickly, if they’re failing to meet expectations.”

One of our experts5 provided the chart below which is a good way to think about the process  

of innovation.6 

As already discussed, many claimed ‘innovations’ are merely ‘renovations’ scattered around the 

bottom left-hand corner of this chart which do little more than help maintain market share and 

don’t improve the overall quality of products for consumers. 

Moving up the chart slightly means developing products that already exist yet which are 

manufactured by competitors. “Offering consumers products that place you directly in your 

competitors’ space means categorisation risks on your existing products are reduced and you’re 

more likely to steal market share.” Although this is a good thing, it again doesn’t move categories 

forward or create new categories and standards of quality. 

“Blue sky innovation isn’t much use to 

anybody. Innovation always needs to 

be focussed on some part of the sky and 

you’ve got to be really clear which part of 

the sky you’re focussing on.”

Invest in/develop 

new technology

Create new market 
Defi ne quality

Invest in current 

technology

Steal market share 
Improve quality

Use existing 

technology

Maintain market 
share/Maintain 
quality

Needs fulfi lled by 

current products

Needs fulfi lled by 

competitors

Needs fulfi lled

by no one

5 Lochlain Feeley.

6 Consumer needs are along the bottom axis, technological capability runs up the side.
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True innovations, therefore, only happen at the top right of this chart when businesses begin to 

look at consumer needs that no one is currently fulfi lling and at new technology that will enable 

them to gain a signifi cant edge over competitors. As our expert noted: “The graph helps you to 

think strategically about innovation7, yet it reminds you that as you go up the curve, the cost and 

risk is greater and therefore the process behind it, from idea generation to manufacturing, must  

be solid.” 

So, the best ‘blue sky’ innovation occurs in organisations that have thought strategically about how 

they might achieve the best results. This involves understanding what existing customer needs are 

currently served, highlighting competitors’ weaknesses, identifying what customers want that no 

one is currently offering them, highlighting what can currently be produced using existing assets, 

identifying the level of investment needed to ‘break out of the box’ and checking which level of 

customer need would be satisfi ed and whether it’s worth the investment. 

In our survey, there was a clear indication that those companies that value innovation as a high/

essential strategic priority had a greater rate of success: 75% of those with 80+% success rate 

valued innovation as ‘essential’. Also, larger companies tended to have a greater rate of success: 

50% of those with an 80+% success rate had turnovers of £500m+. 

Typically, experts agree that during this time “…you would want to see a tenfold reduction from 

ideas through to execution.” Following this you would commit resources, buy in necessary 

equipment and begin manufacturing the product. There would also be regular post project 

evaluations to determine if the expectation of ‘innovation’ is being met.

7 “For example, do you want to spend a lot of money on new assets and make risky big investments just to satisfy existing 

customer needs? Or, do you want to stretch into areas that are owned by competitors as well as completely new areas, 

using existing and bolt-on technologies?”
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Innovating with ‘eyes wide open’ (and not just for the sake of it).

A key issue identifi ed in our research is the tendency for companies to ‘rush to commoditise’ 

and this issue, often referred to as ‘short-termism’, is partly market driven. Because of diffi cult 

economic conditions in recent years, more and more power has been transferred from suppliers to 

retailers, resulting in the commoditisation of a number of key categories. The only way suppliers 

have been able to stay ahead of retailers’ own label products and maintain margins in the face 

of defl ationary pressures has been to create new value for consumers through innovation. 

Yet, following a launch, prices are “…pretty much at the mercy of the retailers who are more 

determined to keep costs low; the result is that suppliers are now constantly seeking new ways 

to earn higher prices.” This has lead to an environment of ‘short-termism’, as, in the quest for 

more products, many companies today “…don’t spend enough time testing and embedding new 

processes or technologies and instead move on to ‘the next big thing’ too quickly.” In doing so, 

a great number of new products fail. As one expert put it; “Wild leaps into the future alienate 

consumers and do nothing more than waste money and resources.”

Marketing, research and communication are key elements of the innovation process and the 

companies who “sell what they make” have also mastered the art of “drawing a line from them 

to the consumer to gatecrash the consumer’s needs.” They also understand that this requires 

a greater focus on a smaller number of relevant innovations and the need for greater rigour in 

market and customer research. As one expert noted, it’s really about “Listening to the world 

before you start telling people what to do.” In doing so, companies also avoid falling into the 

‘short-termism’ trap; “…successful innovators don’t just look for convenient insights or self-

validating insights, they genuinely try to identify trends through robust consumer and  

shopper insight.”

“Marcel Proust sums up the way I think 

about innovation: ‘The real voyage of 

discovery consists not in seeking new 

lands but seeing with new eyes.’
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Another expert noted, “In some respects, unless you’ve got a truly unique idea and the right kind 

of marketing collateral behind it, you are better off not even bothering.” Using genuine consumer 

insight to drive innovation instead of trying to fi nd what you want to fi nd, or what your assets 

will allow you to make or just trying all ideas instead of the ‘right’ ones, is a major barrier which 

continues to stifl e innovation in the consumer sector.“Taking the time to carry out post launch 

analysis is also crucial to investigate whether any necessary changes need to be made, or if the 

project should just be scrapped.” 

Not following these basic principles means that companies end up just ‘renovating’ or truly 

innovative ideas ultimately fail to meet their potential. The reality is, those companies that have 

succeeded in innovating properly around key trends have been able to alleviate price problems 

because retailers are more willing to accept higher prices if they are confi dent that the products 

are actually worth a premium. Going back to Proust, the insight process should always be part  

of a continuous programme - a ‘voyage of discovery’ - which enables you to ‘see the world  

through new eyes.’

Case study

At that time, there was a consumer need for evening snacking products, such as ‘special’ crisps, that 

you could eat with wine while entertaining guests, or just chilling out in front of the TV. That market 

was owned by Kettle Chips. Kettle Chips were expensive, however, because the technology and batch 

processes used to produce them made the product costly to make. So, there was a gap in the market 

for a more affordable ‘mass market’ alternative. 

At Walkers, we did a lot of research with existing Kettle Chip customers and also with consumers 

who generally like to snack on something a bit different and special in the evening. What we found 

was that people didn’t class Walkers in that ‘special’ category because it was considered an ‘everyday 

crisp’ (albeit the very best one!). A different brand strategy was therefore required. Our research also 

highlighted that some people don’t eat Kettle Chips anyway, because they’re ‘posh’ and ‘middle class’. 

This was associated with the price, but also the ‘high end’ packaging and fancy fl avours. Our brief 

was to therefore produce an evening snacking crisp that was affordable, with some of the positive 

characteristics of Kettle Chips (hard bite, differentiated packaging, and edgy fl avours) and also clearly 

a ‘special occasion’ crisp. If Walkers were to merely follow the same manufacturing methods used by 

Kettle Chips, however, it would be diffi cult to make something affordable for the mass market. So, we 

also had to leverage what our organisation was capable of delivering (i.e. assets). 

We invested in a piece of proprietary technology from the United States which could produce “hard-

bite” potato chips using continuous, not batch, processing and was basically a “bolt-on” technology for 

the existing potato chip lines at Walker’s factories. The result was a superior tasting product, with better 

economics enabling the right pricing and positioning strategy.

Walkers Sensations: successful insight-led 
innovation

Although it’s more than 10 years old, Walkers Sensations is a case-study in 

combining great consumer and market understanding with applied  

technology innovation.

Provided by Lochlain Feeley; former R&D Director at Walkers Snacks (1998-2003).
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Getting the customer insight aspect of marketing right is one thing, but the essence of successful 

innovation also lies in good internal and external communication. Where innovation sits 

strategically, how it extends beyond your existing footprint or existing manufacturing assets and 

also how much investment is required to achieve better capability should be clear to everyone.  

As one expert noted: “The entire organisation should share a common view of the most  

important priorities; therefore a clear innovation roadmap needs to be implemented within the 

whole organisation.”

With any new project, communicating the intentions clearly, early on, will also get employee buy-

in and avoid causing issues down the line: i.e. manufacturing unwilling to compromise on technical 

changes to develop new products.8 Those interviewed also argued that transparency and trust 

were essential elements which a well thought out internal communication strategy could achieve. 

External communication is also required to sell the opportunity to customers and make sure that 

the ‘brand essence’ is fully understood. It also provides focus and helps gain support from ‘the 

trade’. Effective launches also require necessary investment in back up advertising to “…push 

products beyond launch stage.” Quite often products fail quickly if not enough persistence is 

made for greater advertising spending “… especially when it is getting tough and the product 

needs it.” As one expert argued, “Our brand has always been recognised as innovative not just 

through driving innovation in products but also in terms of communication.”

It’s fundamentally important that every 

aspect of the business remains focused on 

the core mission and objectives.

8  To be covered in more detail in following chapter on Leadership, Organisational Structure & Culture.
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Leading innovation means stepping out of your comfort zone

Our research revealed that there has been a shift in the way innovation is managed within 

organisations. A central aspect of this is the more ‘holistic’ role the executive team now play; 

not only agreeing on the necessary investment for innovation, but also defi ning the process and 

creating a ‘culture’ of innovation across the business. However, this change isn’t ubiquitous across 

the consumer sector, but rather is still only apparent in a minority of companies who, in recent 

years, have been successful at launching new ‘innovative’ products into the market. 

As our experts agreed, at many companies today innovation is ‘devalued’ because there is 

no commitment from the top of the business. Instead, businesses have ‘isolated’ innovation 

departments consisting of “…a loosely aligned group of commercial and technical people.”9 

Agencies often play an important role within these organisations but because of a lack of   

internal processes and disciplines and indeed ‘passion’, ideas which are generated “…rarely  

have any commercial sensibilities or fi nancial viability.” Instead, ‘renovation’ dominates   

product development. 

At companies where there has been a shift in priority, the innovation agenda is increasingly owned 

and led by “…commercially aware individuals with very clear in-roads to board level decision 

making.” The result is a greater recognition of how innovation can actually drive gross margins. 

Within these organisations, different functions now work more closely with each other, rather 

than in isolation, and as a consequence, ‘cross functional’10 teams “…tend to experience a greater 

momentum with regards to innovation investment and success.” 

As our experts noted, “If your business is going to be any good at innovation, innovation needs to 

be important to the board.” A lack of support from the very top tends to indicate an “...aversion to 

risk taking, a lack of vision and a culture that resists change.” Companies that embrace innovation 

need “…brave leaders that are open to considering new ideas.” Businesses with more conservative 

“It’s up to the senior management of the 

organisation to create the environment for 

innovation to take place and take root.”

9 According to one expert “Many big companies expect innovation to come from people locked in offi ces behind desks - not 

happening! I don’t think many companies do enough to encourage networking or offer innovation training programs.”

10 There was an agreement among those interviewed that ‘cross functional’ teams were still ‘few and far between.’ A common 

structure is to have the head of R & D reporting into production and the head of innovation reporting into marketing, but 

with the two working in isolation rather than together.
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Once innovation has the backing of the board and is driven by forward thinking leaders, the 

next thing to get right is the structure. Signifi cantly, it was agreed by interviewees that, fi rst and 

foremost, innovation should be everybody’s job.12 “If you leave innovation up to the marketing 

or technical department or just people with innovation in their job titles, you’ll likely fail.” Our 

research highlighted that for innovation to be successful, it needs to be seen as a holistic process 

that involves all of the key constituencies in the organisation. Fundamentally, that means   

“…bringing together organisational, technical and manufacturing know how.” 

To do that though, you need a core innovation team whose responsibility it is to get the buy in of 

the wider business by “…getting the different functions out of their comfort zone and contributing 

to the innovation process.” There was a great deal of similarity between the organisations within 

our research that had a core innovation team. In particular, teams generally consisted of key 

executives including the CEO, Marketing, R&D/Innovation, Supply Chain and Sales. In many of 

the businesses we spoke to, the function of innovation actually reported into marketing, but at 

those businesses with cross functional innovation teams, both innovation and marketing were 

joined by those with technical and operational ‘know how’ to work together as “equal partners”.

In our survey, responsibility for innovation generally belonged to a mixture of marketing, 

commercial, R&D, technical and executive functions. Around a third (37%) of the businesses 

surveyed indicated a collaborative relationship between R&D and marketing. Twenty percent 

indicated executive control over innovation. Around 10% suggested responsibility for innovation 

was devolved across the organisation. Around 15% highlighted NPD/Technical control and only 

5% indicated that the business had an innovation business unit/team. 

A common mistake identifi ed in the research is to give too much responsibility for the initial stages 

of product development to commercial teams. “By not getting manufacturing involved early on, 

there is a risk that an important technical or manufacturing ‘factor’ could have directed the project 

in a better way from the start.” Cross functional structures therefore help avoid incidents like 

this by “…getting manufacturing to buy into innovation and work with the product development, 

marketing and technical teams to fi gure out how to do it in an effi cient and profi table way.” When 

manufacturing is marginalised in the process, innovation and marketing people “…are usually met 

with a great deal of incertitude and indeed inaction, on behalf of manufacturing.”

“You can’t functionalise innovation; it has 

to be a business activity.”

leaders are unlikely to embrace ideas which “creatively destroy how the organisation operates and 

what it does.”11 Conversely, organisations where innovation is ‘culturally supported’ have more 

successful innovation pipelines: “You need somebody who will champion ideas and stick their 

neck out to make them a reality.”

11 According to one respondent to our survey, “We could have done a lot more in a lot shorter time with a different reporting 

structure.”

12 As one interviewee notes, “Innovation isn’t just marketing, it is an overarching part of the business and to my knowledge 

the companies that succeed at innovation are the ones that place it at the top.”
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Case study

We got together every month and reviewed various factors of the innovation process such as the 

pipeline, project updates and success rates, and so on. On the ground there were a number of key 

enabling things that went hand in hand with the Innovation Kitchen. Instead of having NPD teams 

scattered across every site, we focused on a much smaller number of centres of excellence and 

harnessed all of that potential in one site so knowledge could be applied across all sources, brands and 

products. This helped eliminate a lot of duplication and maximise effi ciency. We also identifi ed, through 

our assessment centres, six individuals within our business who would be innovation practitioners. We 

put them on an intensive training programme led by an external innovation best practice consultancy 

to learn how to facilitate and maximise the ideation stage. They were then deployed on key activities 

relating back to the strategic platforms.

We got together every month and reviewed various factors of the innovation process such as the 

pipeline, project updates and success rates, and so on. On the ground there were a number of key 

enabling things that went hand in hand with the Innovation Kitchen. Instead of having NPD teams 

scattered across every site, we focused on a much smaller number of centres of excellence and 

harnessed all of that potential in one site so knowledge could be applied across all sources, brands and 

products. This helped eliminate a lot of duplication and maximise effi ciency. We also identifi ed, through 

our assessment centres, six individuals within our business who would be innovation practitioners. We 

put them on an intensive training programme led by an external innovation best practice consultancy 

to learn how to facilitate and maximise the ideation stage. They were then deployed on key activities 

relating back to the strategic platforms.

Premier Food’s Innovation Kitchen: Structure 
and management

The Innovation Kitchen was governed through the Innovation Kitchen Council 

which included cross functional director representation from Marketing, Sales, 

Operations, Technical, Finance and the Divisional MDs.

Provided by Dean Holroyd, former Group Innovation & Technical Director at Premier Foods.
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Embracing failure will embed innovation into organisational DNA

During the course of this research, time and again, those interviewed reiterated the fact that 

innovation isn’t something that simply happens overnight. As we have discussed, it requires 

a carefully planned and strategically embedded process; it needs brave leaders, a committed 

team and an inclusive organisational structure and it needs to be driven by real consumer insight 

and not just ‘for the sake of it’ product development. Even with all of these things in place, 

however, innovation will and, frequently does, fail. Yet, the organisations that ultimately succeed 

at innovation are those that value the importance of failure and see it as an intrinsic part of the 

innovation process and culture of the business. 

The largest proportion of companies (40%) in our survey were somewhat satisfi ed with innovation 

success. Thirty eight percent were dissatisfi ed to some degree, while 23% were very satisfi ed. 

Fifty percent of the companies where innovation was a low priority were dissatisfi ed with the level 

of success. Those where innovation was a ‘medium’ level priority were the most satisfi ed overall. 

Companies with low success rates tend to more dissatisfi ed, yet 22% of those companies with at 

least 60% success are dissatisfi ed to some degree.

According to one of our experts, “Organisations that only believe in success every time put people 

off from getting involved in innovation projects because they fear that failure might be punished.” 

Removing the ‘fear of failure’ is therefore a crucial element in the quest for innovation success. 

Making sure that the business learns from successes and failures is equally important. As one 

interviewee noted, “Innovation isn’t just a licence to lose the company millions of pounds”, making 

it a rich learning experience also means using what you’ve learned to conceive ways in which to 

achieve a balance between “…being open to new ways of thinking but fi nding a commercial way of 

doing it.” Crucially, an organisation must “…learn how to fail fast as well as cheaply.”

These cultural behaviours only become embedded within an organisation if they are driven by 

leaders who ‘walk the talk’ and support free and open thinking. The best companies will use a 

variety of initiatives to ensure that employees feel supported to be creative. These include giving 

other disciplines and not just those dedicated to innovation13 suffi cient time within the working 

day to be creative; developing systems that enable employees to share ideas and opinions, reward 

behaviours like thinking differently rather than just success, providing other stakeholder benefi ts 

Culturally, the organisation has to 

appreciate that sometimes innovation 

doesn’t work.

13 Google ‘twenty percent time’ was a good example of this in practice. Employees were allowed to spend one day per week 

working on their own projects. Products such as Gmail and Adsense emerged from this initiative. Twenty per cent time was 

phased out earlier this year so new ways of innovation management could be trialled.
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for those involved in innovation projects and publically rewarding innovators, while investing in 

training people in the right behaviours.14

Bringing in the right kind of capability is also important and companies seeking to develop 

innovation are typically hiring innovation people with commercial backgrounds and an  

“…awareness of category needs, customer needs and consumer needs.” Project and process 

management are also in demand skills and qualities. 

One expert alluded to an ‘industrialisation’ approach to building capability which is adopted 

by companies seeking to industrialise very quickly. This involves hiring in technical capabilities 

missing within the business to achieve large scale ‘steady as she goes’ innovation. In contrast to 

the ‘industrialisation’ approach is attracting ‘blue sky’ capability, where businesses actively seek 

out people with “a spark of brilliance” whot can lead “inventing the future” type innovation. These 

individuals usually bring a lot of fl air and energy to the organisation and are often identifi ed within 

the agency world, where a lot of breakthrough thinking actually takes place. 

Essentially, cultivating a balance between technical and creative qualities is what one interviewee 

described as the “…arch part of your management.” Businesses that are most successful at 

innovation tend to get this balance right at the ‘middle management level’, where people are 

“…empowered, incentivised and unafraid to champion new ideas.” As another expert argued, 

“The way to get ahead is to actually take risks at middle management level” or “…daring to 

delegate.” Companies that get it wrong, on the other hand, “…tend to be a bit command   

and control.”

Case study

The concept development was superb and the only better tested product in the whole history of Nestlé 

was Kit-Kat Chunky. The concept was born out of what we called ‘girly logic’: the lies that women tell 

themselves to justify a treat. We developed a whole range of products that were very indulgent but had 

an inbuilt excuse: ‘…naughty little treats that weren’t that naughty but felt naughty.’ We brought these 

little excuses to life in a fun and interactive way using a ‘Purple Ronnie’ type cartoon on very modern 

silver packaging. It had all of the modern marketing techniques of storytelling; it was a good product 

and concept and it was based on strong insights and research. Yet the whole thing fl opped, because 

we didn’t ask ourselves the simple shopper question: Where does it go on shelf? We didn’t have the 

right commercial awareness built in to our innovation. We never set out our customer proposition, our 

category proposition or what our point of purchase vision was: the commercial aspect was basically 

missing. You need commercially aware competencies and experience in your innovation teams; more 

rounded individuals rather than those who are too spiked in technical areas.

Nestlé, Little Notions: lack of commercial 
capability

Little Notions were a range of sweet snacks comprising three varieties:  

Raspberry Yoghurt Swirls, Coconut Wafer Bites and Lemon Cheesecake Fingers.

14 One interviewee noted that Reckitt Benckiser’s growth over the last ten to fi fteen years has been driven by what is widely 

regarded as the best innovation development capability amongst any of the big multinationals. “A huge part of what the 

legendary Bart Becht and his team achieved was down to innovation and the innovation ethos they created inside of the 

company.” Many of the initiatives listed above are practised at the fi rm.

Provided by Owen McCabe, former Senior Manager at Nestlé
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By analysing these four areas - covering process, commercial, leadership and culture - we were 

able to identify a number of operational changes businesses could make to achieve innovation 

success. In summary, we learnt that:

• An adequate defi nition for innovation could help realign investment and time into focusing on 

true innovation, rather than ‘renovation’. 

• Creating a strategic process that facilitates incremental product development will also lead to a 

greater focus on meeting consumer needs, and a recognition of the importance of potentially 

‘game changing’ technology. 

• Market forces have perhaps led to a climate of ‘rushing to commoditise’, yet this ‘short-termism’ 

can be overcome by building capability in market insight and making sure that all innovation is 

insight driven. 

• Products are one aspect, but the essence of successful innovation also lies in good internal and 

external communication. 

• The most successful innovators are companies where innovation is driven from the top by ‘risk 

takers’ who are ‘champions’ of new ideas and new ways of thinking. 

• A key part of their role is to also embed an inclusive operating structure around innovation, 

where everyone is given the autonomy to get involved and infl uence the innovation process. 

• Crucially, there must be equal contributions from commercial and technical people to ensure 

projects move swiftly and effectively.

• Building capability also means hiring and retaining those who offer a healthy balance of 

commercial and technical qualities to the business. 

• Culturally, there must be an acceptance of failure and employees must not be afraid to try out 

new ideas. Rather, different ways of thinking should be rewarded. 

Our research identifi ed four key areas 

within businesses where barriers emerge 

that stifl e innovation.
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We acknowledge that for many companies cost and affordability, more than anything else, can be 

a detriment to the priority innovation is given. Yet, at the same time, our research highlighted that 

there is a common tendency, when it comes to product development, for business to try and do 

too much. Therefore, simply focusing on fewer things, being evangelical about them and making 

sure they are executed excellently, can lead to ‘wins’ for struggling companies. 

Now that a market recovery is underway, however, many people we spoke to and surveyed  

during the project believed that the ‘innovation climate’ would also improve imminently. In 

particular, many felt the prospect of living in a ‘post-austerity’ world would lead to new thinking 

in product innovation as companies begin to discover how recessionary times have changed 

consumers’ values. 

Furthermore, the pace at which technology is advancing means that, increasingly, organisations 

who want to be at the forefront of innovation will have to adapt quickly to meet these new 

consumer needs. Ultimately, the future will belong to those organisations that can adapt, engage 

and innovate to gain early wins, while building consistency over the long term. Innovation, 

fl exibility and engagement must therefore be supported by forward thinking organisational design 

alongside an organisational sense of mission.
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Dean Holroyd 

Dean is an executive level leader with a proven track record of delivering step change 

improvement in large complex organisations. Most recently he was the Group Innovation and 

Technical Director at Premier Foods, the UK’s largest Branded Food Manufacturer, and previously 

held the role of Supply Chain Director for Hovis, one of the largest supply chains in UK food. 

He has operated as an autonomous MD with full P&L responsibility for both retail and B to B, 

supplying businesses generating sales and profi t improvement. Dean is currently providing interim 

and advisory support to a broad client base ranging from leading European venture capitalist to a 

global branded manufacturer to a new business start up. 

Lochlain Feeley

Lochlain is a food industry leader with a track-record of sustained high growth and business 

transformation. He has international and UK experience in Brands and Private Label across many 

food sectors - Food-to-Go, Chilled Convenience, Snack Food, Foodservice, Dairy, Petfood and 

Quick-Service Restaurants. Most recently, as Managing Director at Uniq Plc, he doubled sales 

and helped to create one of the most respected and successful Food-to-Go businesses built on a 

reputation for quality, customer service and high-intensity innovation. Earlier in his career, he led 

double-digit sales and profi t growth from insight-led innovation at Walkers Snacks/PepsiCo. He is 

currently engaged in interim project consultancy.

Owen McCabe 
Owen has over twenty years experience in the global consumer products sector during which  

time he has worked in senior roles at world leading brands, including P&G and Nestlé. From 2007 

to 2011, he was an associate partner at renowned brand agency Happen, and led innovation 

projects across the FMCG and retail sectors. Owen's career also includes four years as a  

consultant with McKinsey in New York and leading a turnaround for a private equity house in the 

UK leisure sector. He is currently Director of Consulting at global insight and consultancy business, 

Kantar Retail.
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Nina Gillsvik 

Nina is the former Global Innovation Director at The Absolut Company where she was responsible 

for setting the innovation agenda, innovation processes, strategies and building the team, 

including the global innovation programme for three brands: ABSOLUT, Malibu and Kahlua. Her 

early career was spent at Unilever, before joining The Absolut Company in 2003. Nina is currently 

the Country Manager for Swedish home décor business, Fyrklövern AB. 

Michael Rüthnick

Michael is a seasoned global innovation executive who has led multiple global category and brand 

growth ‘breakthrough’ innovation projects in the CPG industry. Prior to taking on his current role 

as Head of Innovation South Africa for SAB Miller, Michael was the Global Innovation Director at 

Anheuser-Busch InBev, where he launched many initiatives. His early career was spent with Booz 

Allen Hamilton and later with Mars. He has lived and worked across various European countries 

including Germany, the UK, France, Spain, Belgium, The Netherlands as well as the USA.
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Matthew Hand, Matthew Hand Consulting Ltd. 
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Richard Cooper, Rowans Consultancy Ltd. 

Richard Nall, SCA Hygiene Products.

Rob Whitehead, Zubrance.

Thomas Ward, Nordic Food Company.

Tiago Pinto Leite, PLMM. 

Vegar Hellgren, Eqology AS.

Walter Scotti, Spotless Group.
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